Freelance SEO Essex Looks Forward to Awards Ceremony as
Finalists Announced for the 2014 Essex Digital Awards
The finalists for the five categories of this year’s Essex Digital Awards have finally
been announced. Excitement for the awards ceremony is in the air as the closing date
for the judging panel draws closer.
April 2, 2014 (FPRC) -- The judges of the first ever Essex Digital Awards have now chosen their
finalists and have been extremely impressed by the level of talent of the organisations that have
entered the awards. All the associates of the EDAs, including Associate Sponsors Freelance SEO
Essex, are looking forward to the upcoming ceremony.
The Essex Digital Awards (abbreviated to the EDAs) is the first award scheme of its kind to
recognise the flair and aptitude for web design, development and marketing in the county when
applied to online businesses, schools and charities. The Awards aim to reward the exceptional
online talent in the county and have been granted the support of the Essex Chronicle, which has
helped bring the scheme’s plight to a new and wider audience.
Each of the five Awards categories is home to five nominees and on the 24th April 2014 contenders
will find out whether or not they are going to take home a gold, silver or bronze award for their
outstanding online achievements.
The EDAs’ panel of independent judges have all been taken back by the amount of high-quality
entries received by organisers and have said that there has been an almost equal amount of
admission from businesses, schools and charities. Joe Davis works for Total Digital, a firm that is
based in Billericay, and is on the judging panel this year. “There has been a real cross-section of
companies, schools and charities,” he said in a recent blog post on the official Essex Digital Awards
website. He also revealed how all of the judges are “very excited” to be a part of this brand new
scheme.
The Awards ceremony will take place on the 24th April 2014 at the Ivory Rooms in Billericay and
organisers are delighted that demand for tickets has so far been extremely high. The sale of tickets
for finalists has passed and a limited number of standing tickets will go on free sale from Tuesday
2nd April 2014.
FSE Online Limited, trading as Freelance SEO Essex, is one of the South East’s leading providers
of affordable yet effective SEO consultancy services. Working with small to medium sized
businesses in Essex, London and throughout the UK, the team’s aim is to develop hard-hitting and
sustainable search campaigns at incredibly competitive prices. For more information or to get
quotes, please call 01245 477449.
Contact Information
For more information contact Danielle Haley of Freelance SEO Essex
(http://www.freelanceseoessex.co.uk)
01245477449
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